Some aspects of frictional measurements in hip joint simulators.
The measurement of friction in artificial hip joints can lead to the knowledge of the lubrication mechanisms occurring in the joints. However, the measurement of friction, particularly in spherical contacts, is not always straightforward. The important loading and kinematic features must be appropriate and the friction must be measured in the correct plane. Even defining a coefficient of friction is difficult with spherical contacts as friction acts at different moment arms throughout the contact area. Thus, the generated frictional torques depend on the pressure distribution of the contact and the moment arms at which this pressure acts. The pressure distribution depends on the material properties, the surface entraining velocities, the joint diameters, and the clearance between the two surfaces of the ball and socket joint. Equally measuring friction is very taxing for machines which are applying very high loads. Slight misalignments of the application of these loads can produce torques which are very much greater than the frictional torques that we are trying to measure. This article attempts to share the thoughts behind over 40 years of measuring friction in artificial joints using the Durham Friction Simulators. This has led to accrued consistency of measurement and a robust scientific design rationale to understand the nature of friction in these spherical contacts. It also impacts on how to obtain accurate measurements as well as on the understanding of where the difficult issues lie and how to overcome them.